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under the sponsorship of the Office, Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army.
was Work Unit 002, Task 21, of Project 4A664717D895,
Methods and Techniques,
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Combat Engineering

a part of the Military Construction and Systems

Development Project.
The study was conducted during the period July 1972 to September

1973 under the general supervision of Mr. W. J. Flathau, Chief, Weapons
Effects Laboratory, and Mr. J. T. Ballard, Chief, Structures Division,
and under the direct supervision of Mr. B. B. Hoot, Project Manager.
The investigation was conducted and this report prepared by Mr. G. L.
Carre of the Structures Division.
The author would like to express his appreciation to Mr. C. D.
Norman of the Structures Division for his assistance during the test
and analysis portion of this study.
Directors of WES during the conduct of the investigation and the
preparation and publication of this report wBre BG
and COL G. H. Hilt, CE.
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CONVERSION FACTORS, BRITISH TO METRIC UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
British units of measurement used in this report can be converted to
metric units as follows:
Multi;ply
inches
feet
yards
square inches
square feet
cubic feet
pounds (mass)
pounds (force)
tons (2000 lb mass)
quarts
gallons

(U. S. liquid)

pounds (force) per square
inch
kips (force) per square
inch
pounds (mass) per cubic foot

By

2.54
0.3048
0.9144
6.4516
0.0929
0.0283168
o.45359237
4.448222
907.185
0.0009464
3.785412
0.6894757
0.6894757
16.0185

vii

To Obtain
centimeters
meters
meters
square centimeters
square meters
cubic meters
kilograms
newtons
kilograms
cubic meters
cubic dec.imeters
newtons per square
centimeter
kilonewtons per square
centimeter
kilograms per cubic
meter

SUMMARY

This report presents the results of an investigation conducted to
collect, document, and evaluate data on field fortifications constructed
from materials normally used in other military applications. Information
was collected from numerous sources including returning troop units,
"lessons learned" reports, periodicals, design drawings, photographs, etc.
As a result of reviewing the collected data, it was apparent that materials such as landing mats, shipping containers, U-shaped steel pickets,
POL drums, culvert pipe sections, and ground membranes had widespread application in a variety of troop-type construction. Examples were found
of protective structures which, instead of providing protection, probably
were a hazard to occupants.
Two of the materials, M8Al landing mat and U-shaped steel pickets,
were commonly used as beams to support sandbag roof cover for protective
structures. Laboratory tests were conducted to develop design criteria
for the use of landing mat and pickets when used as roof elements. Recommendations are made as to the proper use of these two (and other) materials, and suggestions are offered which should improve their future
use if employed in similar applications.
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APPLICATION OF FIELD AVAJLABLE MATERIALS
TO FORTIFICATIONS

PART I:

INTRODUCTION

Background
1.

Extensive supplies and varieties of materials are introduced

in a Theater of Operations (TO) in the course of supporting troops and
their equipment.

In the past, many of these supplies have been used in

applications other than their intended purpose.

For example, adaptation

of these materials as construction elements of field fortifications has
been widespread.

Not only are these materials readily available but

frequently they are easier to use than materials normally provided for
the construction of field fortifications.

Unfortunately, many of the

fortifications built from the nonstandard materials were done so without regard for safe engineering practices due either to a lack of experience on the part of the user or because the particular material was
not intended as a construction element.
Objective
2.

The purpose of this limited investigation was to collect and

document designs of field fortifications constructed of materials normally used for other military applications.

Certain- widely-used- mate--

rials would then be selected for further evaluation.

Based on the

results of the evaluations, recommendations as to suitability or nonsuitability of the materials would be made along with guidance concerning
construction techniques for future applications of similar materials.

3. A thorough literature search was conducted and troop units
recently returning from Southeast Asia were canvassed to determine what
1

materials were available and how they were being used.

Information was

collected from references such as engineering periodicals, Operational
Reports - Lessons Learned (ORLL's), design drawings, etc., which documented supplemental uses of materials.

Additional information was ob-

tained from U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) survey teams working on related projects who visited Vietnam, Korea, and
several CONUS military installations.

4.

As a result of reviewing the collected data, it was apparent

that materials such as landing mats, shipping containers, U-shaped steel
pickets, membranes, petroleum-oil-lubricant (POL) drums, and culvert pipe
sections had numerous applications in a variety of troop-type construction activities.

Examples were found of protective structures which

would provide very little protection from weapons effects and, because
they were not structurally adequate, actually presented a hazard to occupants.

Two of the materials, M8Al landing mat and U-shaped steel

pickets, were connnonly used as roof and. wall elements in protective
structures.

Laboratory tests were conducted to develop design criteria

for the use of the landing mat and pickets.

Recommendations are made

as to the proper use of these two (and other) materials, and suggestions
are offered which should improve their future use if employed in similar applications.

2

PART II:

5.

DOCUMENTATION AND APPLICATION OF
COMMONLY USED MATERIALS

In a guerilla-type conflict such as that which confronted the

U. S. Forces in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN), tactical operations must
be extremely flexible.

Generally, the predominant operational policy

that emerged in RVN was one of maneuver or support.

Although there were

a number of large military installations in RVN, most of the Army field
elements were deployed in small isolated bases.

These sites, known as

Fire Support Bases (FSB's), were rapidly constructed and frequently
moved.

Personnel assigned to an FSB normally consisted of infantry-type

units responsible for the base security as well as sweep operations in
the general vicinity of the FSB and an artillery unit responsible for
indirect fire missions in support of the maneuvering infantry.
and resupply of the FSB were usually by air.

Supply

This then, of necessity,

restricted the amount of material available for the construction of
protective structures.

It was, therefore, essential that the troops

fully utilize all materials available to them and this they did-probably more so in RVN than in

previous conflict.

any

Fig. 1 shows a

typical FSB and illustrates the types of fortifications common to these
type positions.

6.

In this Part, some of the most commonly available materials

and their uses will be discussed.

It is important that this presenta-

tion in no way be interpreted as an endorsement of the use of a given
material hut instead only as a documentation of methods and techniques_
noted as a result of the literature review conducted.
Information Sources

7. Approximately 175 ORLL's were collected during the course of
this investigation.

These documents are quarterly operational reports

submitted by battalions, groups, divisions, etc., operating in RVN during the period 1965-1971.

As most of the protective construction was

either accomplished or supervised by engineer units, attention was

3

a:

b.

Site under construction

View of shelters and firing positions

Fig. 1.

Typical fire support base (FSB)

directed toward their reports; however, pertinent reports prepared by
other branches were also screened. In addition to the review of ORI.L's,
Army, Navy, and Air Force periodicals were reviewed along with a number
of special reports prepared by other research organizations.

Additional

information was obtained from photographs, slides, design drawings, etc.,
collected by WES survey teams visiting Vietnam, Korea, and CONUS military installations for other related projects.
Classification of Data

8. All of the collected literature was reviewed to determine what
materials were being used.
their normal use.

The materials were then classified based on

Generally, it was found that the materials fit into

one of the following categories:
a.

Returnable or nonreturnable shipping items.

b.

Expedient road or airfield surfacing materials.

c.

Engineer construction materials.

d.

Miscellaneous materials or equipment.

In the following paragraphs, examples of uses of materials in each cat-

egory are presented.

These examples are representative of applications

noted within the scope of the literature surveyed.

Unfortunately, nu-

merous other adaptations were possibly overlooked either because they
were never recorded or because they were not obtained during the literature collection phase of this project.
Returnable and Nonreturnable Shipping Items

9.

:M:any different types of shipping items were used in the con-

struction of fortifications.

The most frequently used materials were

ammunition boxes, projectile and powder charge canisters, barrels and
drums, and large metal shipping containers.
Ammunition boxes and accessories
10.

Replacement for sandbags.

Empty wooden ammunition boxes were

commonly used as follows:

5

When available, artillery or mortar ammunition
boxes filled with dirt are an effective replacement
for sandbags. Time of construction of bunkers is
greatly reduced when boxes are used.l
ll.

Ammunition box walls.

Ammunition boxes were used as the

walls of protective structures as described in the following excerpt:
To eliminate the use of sandbags because of eventual
deterioration, bunker walls should be constructed of
ammunition boxes. The walls should be two boxes
thick and the boxes filled with sand to provide adequate protection •••• 2
12. Ammunition box roofs. Ammunition boxes were also used to
contain earth-fill material for overhead cover. Normally, the boxes
were stacked around the perimeter of the shelter roof, and loose fill
was then placed in the center area.

However, some applications were

noted where the entire roof surface was covered with earth-filled
boxes (fig. 2).
13.

Ammunition box roof beam.

A research investigation was con-

ducted by the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) in which 81-mm
mortar and 106-mm recoilless rifle ammunition boxes were joined together
to produce structural roof beams. 3

Two designs were developed for beams

which could span 7 and 10 ft* and carry 2 ft of soil.

In blast and frag-

mentation tests, a bunker with double-thick walls of vertically stacked
boxes and a roof of the box beams withstood the effects of a 155-mm artillery shell detonated 30 ft from the bunker.

Fig. 3 shows how the 81-mm

boxes were spliced together to form a beam.

-14. Ammunition box artillery platform. Another popular use of
the ammunition boxes was as a firing platform for howitzers as is cited
in the following:
105 nnn howitzers MlOlAl when positioned in wet muddy
areas became very difficult to maneuver when a mission required the section to shift trails. The
piece also has a tendency to sink into the mud after
sustained firing. By placing the howitzer on a
platform, the trails can be shifted with ease. The
platform can be easily constructed from 105 nnn
* A table of factors for converting British units of measurement to
metric units is presented on page vii.

6

Fig. 2 Ammunition boxes used to contain overhead cover

Fig. 3.

Construction details for beam made from four 8l-mm
ammunition boxes (7-ft clear span)
7

ammunition boxes. It is circular with a circumference of 85 inches. A retaining ridge is built
around the outer edges of the platform to prevent
the vehicle running off the platform and to guide
the wheels when shifting trails. The platform may
be constructed in sections to facilitate
displacement.4
15.

Use of plastic lining from ammunition boxes.

Not only were

the wooden ronmunition boxes popular but uses were usually found for most
of the associated packing and handling items.

For example, a use for

the plastic lining material is described in the following paragraph:
An expedient waterproofing material for the interior
of aircraft revetments that are filled with loose ·
silt, clay, or laterite can be fabricated from the
plastic linings of l05 mm annnunition boxes. The 4by 8-foot strips of heavy plastic can be glued with
T-17 membrane glue. One layer of sandbags placed on
top of each revetment keeps the_plastic from being
blown off by incoming aircraft.~-

16.

Ammunition box reinforcing bolt.

Some of the 105-nnn ammuni-

tion boxes in RVN had a steel bolt connecting the two ends together.
This bolt was used as described below:
During the construction of buildings in the brigade
base camp, a shortage of anchor bolts was experienced. The anchor bolt, which is used to prevent
horizontal displacement of buildings during and
after erection, were fashioned from metal rods
found in the 105-mm howitzer ammunition boxes.
These rods are cut in 8-inch lengths and embedded
in fresh concrete. 6
1 7.

Stvroi'oam _packing mat-erial.

The styrofoam packing used to

protect ammunition during shipment was utilized as follows:
Tar and other sealing compounds have proven to be
inadequate for providing a waterproof seal for tanks
or sheet metal with small holes. Styrofoam packing
material, dissolved in gasoline, which is subsequently burned off, provided a completely waterproof seal superior to other sealing compounds.
Obtain styrofoam packing material from fuse packing. Four sheets 6"x6"x2i 1 saturated with one and
one-half cups of gasoline provided one quart of
sealing compound. This compound is placed in the
hole to be patched. '.rhe compound is then ignited

8

so that the gasoline burns off leaving a hard,
watertight styrofoam seal.7
18.

Loading pallets.

The wood pallets used for handling ammuni-

tion boxes during transportation and storage were frequently used as
floors or roofs of protective shelters.
Projectile and
powder charge canisters
19.

Used projectile and powder charge canisters were used in the

construction of shelters and firing emplacements.

The canisters are usu-

ally manufactured from steel or moisture-resistant fiber materials and
are intended to protect the arrununition items during shipping and storage.
20.

Artillery and mortar emplacements.

Fig. 4a illustrates used

powder canisters being used as the walls for a crew shelter and also as
a barrier wall around a howitzer position.
ably filled with soil prior to emplacement.

These canisters were probFig. 4b shows a mortar em-

placement in which empty canisters were used to support the embankment
walls.
21.

Canister bunker.

One unit in RVN developed an aboveground

perimeter bunker using 175-nnn powder canisters.

The bunker walls were

built from powder canisters which supported a landing mat roof and sandbags.

Fig. 5 is a view of the bunker reconstructed from information contained in the ORLL. 8 Note the low profile of this bunker.
22.

Canister columns.

Expedient columns for protective struc-

tures were fabricated as described in the following excerpt:
In constructing bunkers around communication equipment, obtaining timbers of sufficient girth to bear
the weight of a sandbag roof has been a problem.
Artillery canisters, 105-175 mm, welded end-to-end
have proven to be excellent load bearing bunker
supports.9

Barrels and drums
23.

Empty barrels and drums were used extensively in the con-

struction of shelters and revetments.

Normally, the barrels were filled

with soil material and positioned around the equipment or personnel to
be protected (fig. 6a) or stacked to form a protective shelter (fig. 6b).

9

a.

Artillery emplacement with crew shelter
and barrier wall of canisters

b.
Fig.

Embankment support

4. Typical uses of powder canisters
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Fig. 5.

SIDES OF BUNKERS ARE CONSTRUCTED OF 175-MM
CANISTERS. NUMBERS SHOWN IN CANISTERS INDICATE
NUMBER USED IN EACH ROW. THE BUNKER IS COVERED
WITH STEEL PLANKING AND SANDBAGS.

Protective shelter constructed from powder canisters
11

a.

Protective revetment for equipment

24.

Protective shelters.

Protective shelters constructed of dis-

carded barrels and drums are documented in the next two paragraphs:
Sandbags and lumber are o~en critical items in the
construction of bunkers. Squad size bunkers must
be built in new Fire Support Bases. Sandbags and
lumber usually deteriorate over a period of time
and often cannot be used a second time. The 55gallon drums can be substituted for columns to support the roof and be used to supplement sandbags on
the sides. 10
and
... discarded asphalt drums can be used to build bunkers. These drums have no further use once asphalt
is removed, thus hundreds of discarded barrels were
located near the local asphalt plant. These discarded barrels were filled with sand and used to
construct troop bunkers. One barrel provides the
same protective coverage as approximately 20 sandbags stacked vertically in two columns of ten each.
The drums are also easier to fill than sandbags.ll

25. Hasty defensive barrier. A procedure for constructing a protective wall using discarded barrels is described as follows:
A hasty defensive wall offering ample protection
was constructed from salvaged barrels. The barrels
were placed side by side with a foot spacing between them. They were filled with sand and sandbags were placed between them approximately 2-1/2
feet high. This provided openings that could be
used as gunports. Using this method, complete protection was attained in a minimum amount of time.
For hasty perimeter fortifications, empty barrels
prove to be an effective expedient and saving substitute for sandbag- walls ,1226.

Artillery firing position.

A method of constructing a re-

taining wall for a 155-mm cannon is described in the following
paragraph:
Firing positions were constructed for 155 mm towed
howitzers during the dry season by pushing up dry
rice paddy fill and constructing a wooden firing
platform. Trail logs were utilized to contain the
howitzer during firing. With the arrival of the
rainy season, the pad~y fill became too soft to
~mnport the trail logs, and the guns could not be

13

fired due to the subsequent failure of the soil.
The solution was the construction of a retaining
wall to support the trail logs. This was accomplished by placing concrete filled, 55-gallon drums
in an octagon around the gun pad. A one-inch cable
was strung around the barrels, and pierced steel
planking was placed on both sides of the barrels.
(The pierced steel planking was added to prevent
the barrels from overturning). After one month of
firing, only minor repairs were necessary.ll
Large shipPing containers
27.

CONEX container.

The Container Express (CONEX) is a return-

able metal shipping container that can hold materials weighing up to
5 tons.

The CONEX was designed to speed the movement of cargo and to

protect goods from loss, damage, and pilferage.

Thousands of the con-

tainers were shipped to RVN; however, very few were returned.

From the

literature reviewed, it was evident that countless additional uses were
found for the CONEX.

For example, the containers were converted into

dispensaries, offices, supply rooms, command posts, communication centers, troop shelters, and fighting fortifications.
28.

The CONEX is available in two sizes, l35 and 295 ft3; however,

most of the containers shipped to RVN were the larger size.

The large

container is box shaped with internal dimensions of 8 :rt 2 in. long,
6 ft wide, and 6 ft high. Access to the container is provided by two
doors that close to form the container front and are secured with a
quick-opening door handle.
29.

The following excerpts document the use of CONEX containers

as fortifications:
The design of a Special Forces Camp required placement of 60 CONEX containers into a berm ••••• a
CONEX is placed on a pad constructed in the proper
location. A team of dozers, one on each side, push
fill up on each side of the CONEX, being careful
not to move it. This continues until the CONEX is
almost completely buried. The procedure is repeated
until all CONEX' s are in place. The berm is then
pushed up from within ana.jor without the compound,
depending on the terrain. This placement method requires that doors and firing ports must be dug out
by hand. This, however, is considerably easier and

l4

less time consuming than constructing sandbag
revetments. 1 3
Placed 93 CONEX's, reinforced with timbers, as bunkers and protective shelters.13

In terms of maintenance, usef'ul life, and protection, an excellent hasty shelter now used in SEA is
a steel CONEX box protected with several layers of
sandbags. CONEX boxes will support soil (ll feet
of sand or 20 feet of clay) to provide protection
against a direct hit of a penetrating 122 mm rocket.
An advantage of this shelter is its small size.14

30.

Two CONEX containers were instrumented and subjected to blast

loads in the WES Large Blast Load Generator (LBLG) Facility in 1967.
The containers were buried in dense
the roof.

dry

sand with 18 in. of sand over

One container was placed base down in the LBLG and subjected

to overpressures of ll and 34 psi.

The first test caused only moderate

damage to the container; however, complete roof collapse resulted from
the second test.

For the final test, an inverted (base up) container

was subjected to a pressure of 15 psi.
erate.

Damage to the container was mod-

Results of the test program indicated that the CONEX container

could be utilized as a small protective shelter.

If the container were

buried base up, it was believed that it would withstand a pressure load
of approximately 20 psi. 1 5
31.

Fig. 7a shows the installation of a number of CONEX con-

tainers in the preparation of defensive positions at an FSB.
shows a damaged C-ONEX used as a perimeter- m::cur±ty bunker.
32.

Bomb containers.

Fig. 7b

Large metal shipping containers used for

the storage and transportation of bombs were used occasionally as construction elements for fortifications.

However, because these con-

tainers were available only to units operating in areas adjacent to airfields, they were not widely used.

A structure for which empty bomb

containers were used &s a roof is described in the following excerpt:
Air Force 1000 pound bomb shipping containers have
been shown to have great usefulness in the construction of temporary personnel bunkers. Those cases,
15

a.

Troop shelters and perimeter positions
under construction

b.
Fig. 7.

Perimeter security position
Protective structures constructed
from CONEX containers

known as CBU containers, are approximately l2 feet
long and 4 feet wide • When separated into two
halves, by simply releasing four locking latches on
each side, each half provides a roof section l2 feet
by 2 feet. When laid side by side on top of sandbag
walls 6 feet high and l2 feet apart a personnel bunker is quickly and easily formed. The bunker may be
of any desired length. The half cases should be
laid with the round face up so that water will not
collect in the case adding unduly to the weight of
the roof and also more headroom will be provided
for the interior. Eight foot fence stakes should
be driven into the ground both inside and outside
the sandbag walls and touching them at 4-foot intervals to provide stabilizing and strengthening effect. The sandbag wall should be at least two bags
thick. After the CBU containers have been positioned, two layers of bags should be laid on top to
provide additional cover. The advantage of using
CBU containers rather than other available material
such as wood or PSP is that the structural rigidity
of the container allows its use to span a l2-foot
wide bunker with no additional support needed.
This results in a saving of time, manpower, and
supplies of other structural materials. The resulting bunker is also relatively easy to dismantle and
set up at a new location.l6

Expedient Road and Airfield Surface Materials
33.

Some of the most widely used materials in the construction of

field fortifications in RVN were landing mats and ground membranes.
Landing mats and membranes are normally used for expedient road and airfield surfacing.

Landing mat is used when strength or smoothness of

airfield surfaces is otherwise not adequate.

Membrane is used when air-

field soil strength is initially adequate but would be reduced by subsequent wetting.

Membrane is also used under landing mats as a water-

proof covering and as waterproof coverings and dust palliatives for road
surfaces.
Landing mat
34.

Landing mats available in RVN were M8Al steel mat, M8 steel

mat (frequently referred to as pierced steel planking--PSP), and MX18b,
MX19, and AM2 aluminum mats.

The M8Al mat is classified as a light-duty

l7

surfacing material, and the remaining types are classified as mediumduty surfacing materials.

Significantly greater quantities of the M8

and M8Al mats were available in RVN than the aluminum mats.

35. Landing mat used to suwort overhead cover.

Two examples of

the use of landing mat in the roofs of protective structures are documented in the following paragraphs:
Common sense and prudence dictate that overhead
cover must be provided as soon as possible after
arrival in the FSB. Where timber is available, the
engineer platoon must insure that logs of proper
thickness and length are provided for overhead
cover •••• Where timber is not available, M8Al matting and PSP, as well as prefabricated bunker material may be required for the construction of
immediate overhead cover.5
Engineer troops in the field need a type of overhead cover that can be constructed quickly and offer
maximum protection. Most enemy harassment of this
Battalion's troops in the field has been mortar attacks after dark. The most expedient shelter built
by this battalion is constructed as follows: a
three to seven foot deep hole is dug by a dozer,
the depth depending on the season and terrain. 4x4
timbers are used for roof stringers and interlocked
MS.Al matting is laid over the 4x4' s. Two layers of
sandbags are placed over the matting. Several bunkers of this type have withstood direct hits by
82 mm mortars with only slight or no casualties to
occupants. The matting is fully recoverable after
use as shelter covering.17

36. Landing mat used to strengthen sandbag walls.
-st-abilizing
follows:

-sandba~

A method for

-walls of pr.otectiv£ structures is described as

Protective bunkers constructed exclusively of sandbags have a tendency to cave in totally during the
rainy season. This includes bunker top, sides, and
blast walls. This problem can be relieved somewhat
by constructing these bunkers in the following manner: Position a length of PSP matting for the base
of each of the bunker sides and blast walls. Position the sandbags on the PSP base matting, two rows
deep (minimum). Stack the sandbags in this manner
until there are five layers of sandbags. Continue

18

positioning the PSP matting every five layers of
sandbags until the desired height of the bunker is
reached. The PSP positioned every five layers f'unctions as a stabilizing platform and min:imizes the
chance of the sandbags shifting and therefore prevents the bunker from collapsing.18
37.

Mortar firing position/shelter.

A large mortar firing

position/crew shelter constructed from M8Al landing mat is shown in
fig. 8.

The figure was reproduced from a design drawing prepared by the

937th Engineer Group.

Note that the designers did not depend on the

landing mat panels to carry the weight of the roof cover material, as
posts and beams were provided for this purpose.
38.

Fold-down M8Al landing mat revetment.

Several different de-

signs for protective revetments constructed from landing mats were developed.

One design for a complicated fold-down structure is documented

as follows:
The reveting of aircraft for protection against
small arms fire, sappers and damage by mortar fire
has been an extensive program conducted by the 18th
Engineer Brigade •••• The preferred prototype design
selected by this headquarters in conjunction with
the lFFV Engr and 17th Avn Gp is attached [fig. 9].
It is intended as a means of upgrading existing
revetments. 1 9
39.

POL tank M8Al landing mat revetment.

A revetment designed to

protect storage tanks for petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL) is described as follows:

POL tank revetments constructed from M8Al matting
are superior to earth berms. Earth revetments for
POL tanks require a significant amount_,_ o_f'_ hard effort to construct. Earth revetments are also difficult to maintain at a height that will give complete lateral protection to the POL tanks. The
problems inherent in earth revetments were eliminated by constructing square revetments out of M8Al
matting. The M8Al revetment is easy to construct,
gives complete lateral protection, affords more
usable working area adjacent to the tanks, and requires min:imal maintenance .20

40. Berm-type revetment. An M8Al landing mat liner for earth
19
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9. Fold-down air,craft revetment closures and extensions constructed from M8Al landing mat

berm revetments is described as follows:
The LOH and Huey revetments for LZ Nancy were
planned to be constructed of earth filled peneprime
barrels. However, there were not nearly enough
barrels available for this construction, nor was
time available for such construction. The 14th
found a solution using M8Al matted berms [fig.
10]. These revetments are capable of rapid assembly (10 men can do one a day) and do not require
much construction effort other than some dozer and
grader work. They have the additional advantage of
being easy to fly in and out of since the sloped
insides trap a cushion of air which tends to support the aircraft. As a result, the revetments
were enthusiastically received by the Brigade
pilots .21
41.

Portable M8Al revetments.

A mobile revetment was developed

to close off the open end of U-shaped revetments for large cargo-type
helicopters. The revetment is A-shaped with walls of M8Al landing mat
(fig. ll). Although the design crune from RVN, it evolved from tests
conducted at WES using M8Al panels to defeat fragments from mortar and
22
rocket rounds.
From the tests, it was concluded that a single layer
of M8Al mat would stop a significant number of fragments; however, those
fragments that penetrated were either broken up, their trajectory
changed, or their velocity reduced.

A second layer of mat behind the

front piece stopped mo·st of the fragments not stopped by the front piece.
42.

Thin-walled revetments.

Designs for thin-walled, earthfilled revetments were developed and evaluated at WEs. 23, 24 These revetments were 12-in.-thick structures with M8Al landing mat sides and
were supporte-d -by fimber or steel posts. They were subjected to the
blast and fragmentation effects from 4.2-in. (U.

s.) mortar and 82- and

120-:mm (foreign) rocket rounds detonated at structure-to-round distances
as close as 5 ft.

It was concluded that not only would the thin-walled

revetments defeat all blast and fragment effects but they would require
only one-fourth the volmne of fill material and considerably less space,
equipment, and construction time than existing thick-walled (4
more) revetments.

~

The thin-walled revetments were widely used in

RVN (fig. 12) and were selected as standard designs for future

22
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MBA1
MATTING
PENEPRIMED
COMPACTED
BERM

PENEPRIMED
SAND BAGS

NOTE: DIMENSIONS ARE IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPROPRIATE DIRECTIVES FOR THE
AIRCRAFT TO BE PROTECTED
PENEPRIMED SAND BAGS MAY BE ADDED TO REACH DESIRED HEIGHTS
IF THE TERRAIN IS ROLLING, THE REVETMENTS MAY BE QUICKLY CUT WITH
DOZERS, THE SIDES SHAPED WITH GRADERS, AND MATTED

Fig. 10.

M8Al landing mat panels used on berm-ty]?e revetments
to control damage from erosion and prop wash

23

Fig. 11.

A-shaped movable revetments constructed from M8Al
landing mat and equipment dollies

Fig. 12.

Thin-walled revetments protecting
parked aircraft

24

2
construction by the Engineer Command, Vietnam. 5

43. Burster layer for overhead. cover.

In addition to being used

as walls and roofs of shelters and revetments, landing mat was also
used as a burster layer for overhead cover.

This method is documented

in the following paragraph:
Typical personnel shelters provide inadequate protection against direct hits. The standard Vietnam
construction of personnel shelters with a timber
roof and four layers of sandbags was proved to be
inadequate when a direct hit from a recoilless
rifle was scored. The round penetrated the roof,
and detonated when it hit the floor deck of the
bunker. Four layers of sandbags should be placed
on the roof deck, then a layer of PSP, and finally,
another four layers of sandbags. This causes the
round to detonate upon contact with the PSP and the
sandbags will absorb the shock without penetrating
the bunker.26
44. Ground membrane. The standard membrane material available in
RVN was referred to as Tl 7.

The Tl 7 membrane is a neoprene-coated,

2-ply, nylon fabric designed to provide a waterproof and dustproof wearing surface for landing and road surfaces.

The membrane was commonly

used as waterproofing for shelters, revetments, and other types of fortifications, however.

This adaptation of the membrane materials is

cited from the literature in the following paragraphs:
T17 airfield membrane is an excellent material for
use in waterproofing artillery, personnel, and ammunition bunkers.27
In order to reduce the height of sandbagged fortifications on the base camp perimeter, standard
twelve foot square bunkers were placed in holes
four feet below existing_ grade_~ Although this was
an excellent solution during the dry season, the
rain and resulting higher water table could have
created obvious problems during the monsoon season.
To reduce the effects of moisture, T-17 membrane
was placed in the prepared hole, and the bunker was
built on top of this surface. When the timber construction was completed, the T-17 was folded over
and nailed to the sides and top with holes cut for
firing ports and access doors. The membrane hung
over the door and functioned as a curtain, while
large overhangs protected the firing ports.26

25

The standard design for living/fighting bunkers
calls for a flat roof, thus aggravating the problem
of waterproofing the roof. The common method for
waterproofing the roof with tarpaper and bitumen is
unsatisfactory. In addition, the fill placed on the
flat roof retains the moisture and adds weight.
When possible a pitched roof should be used in bunker design and T-17 membrane should be placed over
the fill to exclude water.28
Engineer Construction Materials

45. Of all the different construction materials that were used
in RVN, nestable corrugated metal culvert pipe (CMP) was one of the
most versatile and popular.

Fortifications utilizing CMP ranged from

portable foxholes to large personnel shelters protecting up to 40
occupants. A second material widely used in fortification construction was corrugated metal roofing and siding. This material
was usually used in the construction of soil-bin type revetments or
bunkers.

46. Corrugated metal pipe (CMP). Corrugated metal pipe is commonly used for drainage pipe in the theater of operations.

The pipe is

usually available in diameters from 12 to 48 in. in 6-in. increments and
in 60- and 72-in. diameters. The CMP is usually furnished in nestable
half-round sections for economy and ease of storage.

- 1

Most CMP units are

steel; however, limited aluminum CMP sections are also available.
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filled with eon-crete were used to
I
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form a portable foxhole (fig.
2
13). 9 The portable foxhole was

~I
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-

CMP portable foxhole.

Concentric 36- and 48-in.-diameter

1--CONCRETE PLACED

"

CMP BOLTED ·:.

used in the bed of a dump truck to
provide protection during convoy

TO CULVERT --:.

movement or placed on the ground as

PORTABLE FOXHOLE

a one-man fighting position.

Fig. 13. CMP portable
fighting position

A

variation of the portable foxhole

26

consisted of concentric CMP sections bolted along one seam only.
other seam was left open to provide access to the emplacement.

The
The

spaces between pipe sections were usually filled with earth or concrete
and the position sandbagged.
48.

Half-culvert fighting bunker.

CMP culvert half-sections were

stood on end to form a fighting position.

These emplacements were nor-

mally located around critical positions of an FSB or in the protective
perimeter.

An emplacement using CMP and sand-filled barrels is shown

in fig. 14.
49.

Two-man sleeping

An 8-ft-long section
of 36- or 48-in.-diameter CMP
was laid on the ground to provide overhead cover protection for two men. If soil
conditions permitted, the
horizontal seams of the CMP
section were buried 8 to
10 in., and the entire position covered with 2 layers
shelter.

(minimum) of sandbags.

Fig. 14. Fighting position using CMP
sections and sand-filled barrels

Several layers of sandbags were often stacked in

each open end to provide additional protection to the occupants.

Fig. 15

illustrates the typical position.
50.

Forty-man sleeping shelter.

One of the best documented pro-

tective shelters encountered during the course of this project was that
described by the 520th Transportation Battalion.ll

Not only did the

unit give a detailed installation procedure for their shelter but a
drawing was included as well.

Their shelter was a larger version of

the two-man sleeping shelter previously described.

Forty-eight-in.-

diameter CMP sections were placed on sandbag footings, and additional
CMP sections were added to obtain a maximum length up to 30 yd.
minimum overlap was specified at each section joint.

A 1-in.

Each 30-yd-long

section was then covered with sandbags and sandbag berms placed at the
ends.

One 30-yd-long section was designed to provide some protection
27
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Two-man CMP shelter

:from small-arms :fire and shell :fragments to 40 personnel.
is illustrated :in :fig. 16.
51. Underground CMP shelter.

This shelter

A great number and variety o:f pro-

tective shelters were built in RVN us:ing 60- and 72-:in. hal:f-sections
o:f CMP.

These positions were very connnon at FSB's to provide shelter

:for personnel during mortar and rocket attacks.

A typical method was

as :follows:
When an artillery battery moves by air much o:f the
ammunition is transported :in :fiber containers only,
causing a shortage o:f ammunition boxes to be used
:for construction material. Also, the limited time
available to build a fire base necessitates the use
o:f materials that :facilitate rapid, strong construction. Use o:f steel 11Hal:f-moon 11 culverts in either
the 5-:foot or 6-foot -si~e greatly decrease the time
necessary to build :fire bases. Trenches are dug to
the width o:f the culvert and the appropriate length
to house the number o:f men necessary, usually ten
to :fi:fteen :feet. The culverts are placed upon three
layers o:f ammo boxes to give the necessary height
to the structure. Once the culverts are emplaced,
the structure is covered with sheets o:f ammo plastic to keep put water and the whole structure is
covered with approximately twelve inches o:f earth
and then two layers o:f sandbags. The resulting
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Forty-man CMP shelter

-

shelter is completely underground, waterproof, and
comfortable .30
52.

Aboveground CMP shelters.

Because the shelter described in

the preceding paragraph required the f1oor area to be excavated it could
not always be used.

Therefore, several similar designs were developed

for aboveground installations.

Typically, the CMP sections of these

shelters rested on sandbag, timber, steel drum, soil bin, or ammunition
2
box walls. Shelters resting on steel drums 31 and ammunition boxes3 are
illustrated in figs. 17a and 17b, respectively.

This type shelter was

normally fitted with blast walls on each end, and benches and floors
were provided as illustrated in fig. 18.
53.

CMP soil bin shelter.

A variation of aboveground CMP shel-

ters was developed by the 39th Engineer Battalion.
nated the requirement for sandbags.33

This shelter elimi-

A 6-fi-diameter CMP half-section

rested on 4- by 12-in. timber footing and a revetment-type soil bin was
erected along the sid,es.

The soil bin, constructed from tin or lumber,

was then filled with sand or other available fill material (fig. 19).
Metal roofing/siding
54.

Because flat or corrugated steel or aluminum sheets are eco-

nomical coverings for buildings, considerable quantities are found in a
theater of operations.

The sheets are available in gages of 12 to 28 in

2-gage increments and 29 gage.
in 1-ft increments.
55.

Lengths available range from 5 to 12 fi

Corrugated metal soil bin shelter.

A large number of metal

bin bunkers and revetments were installed in RVN.

A typical installa-

tion method is described as follows:
When constructing bunkers or protective walls, the
most time-consuming portion of construction is the
filling and placing of sandbags. Sandbags are the
most expensive item used in bunker construction.
When computing material costs for construction of
bunkers or protective walls, the cost of sandbags
is 66 percent of the total bunker cost •••• a corrugated metal bin type revetment filled with sand
lasts longer, costs less, and can be constructed
more quickly than a sandbag revetment •••• a trapezoid shaped bin type is the best shape for a
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CMP section resting on barrels

CORRUGATED METAL PIPE. BUNKER
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b.

CMP section resting on ammunition boxes
Fig. 17.

CMP shelters

protective
wall.

A

well-braced
hollow wall
filled with
sand should
be used for
bunkers.11,34
56.

Corrugated metal

soil bin revetments.

These

revetments were usually box
or trapezoidal shaped structures with corrugated metal

Fig. 18. Interior view of a
large CMP shelter

Revetments up to 8 ft

sides.

high had vertical sides, and those structures up to 12
sloped sides.

~

high had

The widths of the revetments ranged from 3-1/2 to 5 ~

at the base to 2 ~ (minimum) at the top for vertical and sloped sides,
respectively. 25 Dimensioned lumber horizontal walers positioned outside
vertical stiffeners provided structural capacity for the revetments
(fig. 20).
57. Corrugated metal thin-walled revetment.

A thin-walled revet-

ment with corrugated metal sides similar to the M8Al structure described
in paragraph 42 was designed and tested at WES. 23, 24 The thin-walled
structure (12 in. thick) provided complete protection from near-miss
mortar and rocket shell detonations.
58.

Corrugated metal fighting bunker.

A

typical soil bin type

fighting position constructed of corrugatea metal is shown in f'ig. 2.1.
59.

Corrugated metal burster layer.

Metal siding material was

used as a standoff burster layer for bunkers and shelters as described
in the following excerpt:
A direct hit on a bunker roof may cause timbers to

buckle and injure personnel inside by the secondary
effects of the explosion. By placing a corrugated
tin roof with dead space between the tin and the
bunker roof you create a detonating surface and allow the bunker roof to absorb the shrapnel with
minimum. damage. The tin roof also serves to waterproof the bunker33 [fig. 22].
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Miscellaneous Materials
60.

A few of the materials being used in the construction of for-

tifications do not belong in the previously discussed categories.

No-

table of these are U-shaped pickets, utility poles, and barbed wire and
chain link fences.
U-shaped pickets
61.

The U-shaped pickets were widely used because of their avail-

ability, size, and weight.

The pickets are steel stakes f'urnished to

support barbed wire obstacles.
32, 60, 72, and 96 in.

Pickets are available in lengths of 24,

The largest size was most frequently used in the

construction of fortifications.
62.

U-shaped pickets used to support overhead cover.

U-shaped

pickets were used as beams in place of logs to support the overhead
cover of a two-man foxhole.

The procedure is described as follows:

A design used and recommended is a two-man foxhole
similar in dimensions to that in the field manual
(FM 5-34, "Engineering Field Data") but with a difference in the overhead cover •••• logs to support
the overhead cover were the most difficult to procure •••• A usef'ul variation of this foxhole was the
substitution of 8-foot U-shaped steel barbed-wire
pickets for the logs. Eight pickets supported the
roof easily35 [fig. 23].
63.

Perimeter bunker.

The bunker shown in fig. 24 is typical of

small fighting positions encountered during the review of literature.
The walls and roof were- constructeQ of' sandbags_ with 8-ft-long_,_ U-shaped
picket roof beams • Also, the firing ports were made f'rom a.mm.unit ion
boxes with tops and bottoms removed.

The structure was designed to ac-

commodate one or two occupants.
64.

Protective shelter for artillery unit.

A large shelter de-

veloped by an artillery unit not only used U-shaped pickets but a number
of other available materials as well.

The shelter (fig. 25) is de-

scribed as follows:
Upon occupatton of each new position, personnel
bunkers were constructed differently to incorporate
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Fig. 25. U-shaped pickets used to support the roof of a
large protective shelter. Note also the use of membrane
material and wood pallets

the best features of previous bunkers. Finally, on
LZ Sandra, a bunker design was derived which is now
standard in A Battery. The slanted roof with upright ~upports i-s pl-aced over a hole measuxing approximately 16'x20'x6'. Only two or three layers
of sandbags above ground are necessary on the sides.
Dirt is then piled against the sandbags sloping
away from the bunker walls. The slant roof sheds
water as does the sloping dirt. Wood from a.rruno
boxes is used to construct the walls, floor, and
double bunks. As the bunker is basically underground, a wood interior is necessary to keep out
most moisture from the earth. A bunker of this
type is sturdy, reduces the quantity of sandbags
and engineer stakes (U-pickets) normally used in
bunkers and will survive the monsoon season very
well despite the fact that the bunker is

40

underground. In addition, a bunker of this size
will comfortably house a complete howitzer section.36
65.

U-shaped pickets used to support shelter walls.

Not only

were pickets used as roof beams of protective shelters but they were
frequently used as wall elements, also.

The shelter shown earlier with

ammunition canister walls (fig. 4a) illustrates a typical method used
to retain the canisters.

Similar applications were noted for ammunition

boxes, sandbags, etc.
66. U-shaped pickets used to reinforce concrete.

U-pickets were

used by one unit as a replacement for reinforcing steel in the construction of a concrete emplacement. 37
Utility poles
67.

Several instances were noted where utility poles were used to

form the walls for aircraft revetments.
Army

A design prepared by the U. S.

Engineer Command, Vietnam, is shown in fig. 26a.

A slightly dif-

ferent design constructed by an unknown organization is shown in
fig. 26b.
Barbed wire
68. Barbed wire, normally used in the construction of wire entanglement obstacles, was also used as substitute reinforcing bars and
wire mesh for reinforced concrete.

The procedures are described as

follows:
When steel reinforcing rods are not readily available barbed wire may be used to provide additional
strength for concrete. Three strands of wire can
easily be laced or braided together. Tn~ SJ?aci-ngshould be approximately one half of that required
for steel rod. The barbs serve to prevent slippage
through the concrete.11
During the construction of concrete floors when
wire mesh was not available, the 299th Engineer
Battalion reported using barbed-wire mesh •••• Six
inch center-to-center spacing was used in all
structures.ll
Chain link fence
69.

Chain link fence material was frequently used as a standoff
41

a.

Bin type structure

b.
Fig. 26.

Solid pole design
Utility pole revetments
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screen around protective structures to initiate rocket and direct fire
type rounds. Limited tests were conducted using specific foreign rocket
rounds by the U. S. Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center.38- 40

.An example of a chain link fence standoff screen is shown in fig. 27.

Fig. 27.

Chain 1ink fence standoff screen
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PART III: PROCEDURES, RESULTS, AND ANALYSIS OF
U-SHAPED PICKET AND M8Al LANDING MAT TESTS

70.

A test program was conducted on U-shaped pickets and MBAl

landing mat panels to determine their flexural strength.

The test re-

sults were used to predict the load-carrying capacity of the two materials when used as structural elements supporting sandbag roofs.
71.

Tests were conducted in the laboratory using a hydraulic

loading device.

The load machine consisted of two hydraulic cylinder

jacks 36 in. apart mounted to a stationary steel frame structure.
frame would accommodate test specimens up to ll ft long.

The

Load was mea-

sured with commercial universal load cells mounted between the jacks and
test specimens.
sample.

Deflection measurements were made at the center of each

Load cell and deflection gage data were recorded on magnetic

tape during the tests.
72.

Three tensile coupons were cut from different locations on

U-picket and landing mat samples. The coupons were loaded in a Universal testing machine to determine the mechanical properties of the
steels.

Average stress-strain curves are shown in fig. 28 for the pick-

ets and mat.
U-Shaped Picket Tests
73.

The steel pickets are manufactured under Military Specifica-

tion MIL-P-20636E and are identified as "Posts, Fence, Metal: Drivetype, Spadeless. 1138 The pickets are fabricated from AlSl grade 1010 to
1045 steel or rerolled rail steel.

Nominal thickness is 0.125 in. for

steel having a yield strength of 33,000 psi or less and 0.100 in. for
steel having a yield strength greater than 33,000 psi. Manufactured
lengths are 24, 32, 60, 72, and 96 in.

A detailed drawing of the pick-

ets is presented in fig. 29.
Test pickets
74.

Flexural tests were conducted on single and composite 8-ft-

long pickets.

The single pickets (hereafter referred to as "hat
44
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Typical stress-strain curves for M8Al
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Fig. 29.

Details of U-shaped picket
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sections") were tested in both a normal and inverted orientation.

Com-

posite beams were made by tack-welding two pickets either with their
closed flanges together (double hat beam) or with their
together (box beam) (fig. 30).

11

brim 11 flanges

Beams were made with the wire slots at

the same end and at opposite ends for comparative strength purposes.

Fig. 30.

Composite beams made from U-shaped pickets

Test procedures

75.
tion.

At least tr.1.:ree tests we-re conducted. on each

picket~

con:f'igura-

The pickets were centered under the two jacks and had an unsup-

ported span of 80 in.

Load was gradually applied by lowering the jacks

until localized buckling occurred or until the jacks reached their maximum 8-in. stroke.
potentiometer.

The midspan deflection was measured with a linear

Fig. 31 shows pretest and posttest views of a typical

test picket.
Presentation of results

76. Load-deflection curves were prepared on each picket configuration and are presented in fig. 32.
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Load cell information for the

Pretest

Posttest
Fig. 31.

Typical U-shaped picket test setup
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Load-deflection curves for various U-sha:ped
:picket configurations
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curves was obtained from the same gage in each case even though values
for the two gages were approximately the same.

A composite plot was

also prepared comparing the different U-shaped picket configurations and
is presented in fig. 33.
Summary of results
77.

The test results shown in fig. 33 can be summarized as

follows:
a.

Normal hat versus inverted hat picket. A picket used
with its closed flange up will carry slightly more load
than one oriented closed flange down. In addition, the
normal hat orientation (closed flange up) is more practical for use in the field since the brim flange prevents
it from rolling over.

b.

Double hat beam. The double hat beam fabricated with the
wire slots at opposite ends is approximately 25 percent
stronger than the beam with slots on the same end, four
times stronger than a simple picket, and only slightly
stronger than the box beam.

c.

Box beam. A box beam fabricated with wire slots at opposite ends is slightly stronger than one with wire slots
on the same end and is approximately four times stronger
than a single picket beam.
M8Al Landing Mat Tests

78.

The landing mat panels are manufactured under Federal Speci-

fication QQ-S-00640.

Each panel weighs 144 lb and has nominal dimen-

sions of 1 ft 7.50 in. wide by ll ft 9.75 in. long with an overall
thickness of 1.125 in.

Thickness -of' -ttre -steel shee-ts j_s O.l25 in.

A

detailed design drawing of the landing mat is presented in fig. 34.
Test panels
79.

Flexural tests were conducted on three normally oriented

panels and three inverted panels.
the widest corrugations.

The top of an M8Al mat panel contains

The test panels were cut off 8 in. at each end

so they would fit inside the test device.
Test procedures

Bo.

The test panels were centered under the two hydraulic jacks

of the test device, and load was gradually applied until the maximum
50
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Comparative load-deflection curves for
U-shaped picket configurations
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34. Details of M8Al landing mat

jack stroke of 8 in. was obtained.
tests was ll5 in.

The unsupported span for all six

Fig. 35 shows a typical pretest arrangement.

Presentation of results
Bl.

Load-deflection curves of the mat samples tested are pre-

sented in fig. 36.

Load cell information for the curves was obtained

from the same gage in each case even though values for the two gages
were approximately the same.

A summary plot that compares the two land-

ing mat configurations is presented in fig. 37.
Summary of results
82. Fig. 37 shows that the moment capacity of an M8Al landing mat
panel is increased by approximately
are loaded in tension.

4 percent if the wide corrugations

'I:he difference should be considered and, if

practical, the wide corrugations of the mat should be placed down when
the mat is used as a roof element.
Analysis of the Sandbag Sup;port Capacity of
U~Shaped Picket Roofs
Computation of load capacity
83.

In order to determine the number of layers of sandbags that

a roof constructed of U-shaped pickets would support, the ultimate load
capacity P for each picket configuration was determined from fig. 33.
u

By

equating the maximum moment of a uniformly loaded, simply supported

beam tu the maximum moment in the test pickets, the equivalent uniform
load W
was determined for unsupported spans ranging from 3 to 7 ft
eq
using the expression:
W

(d) (8)P
= ____

u~

eq

L2

(1)

where

Weq = equivalent uniform load, lb/ft
d = distance from support to load point of beam (l.83 ft)
Pu= ultimate load capacity, lb
L = span length, ft
84.

Values for the ultimate and the computed equivalent loads are
53

Fig. 35.

Typical landing mat test setup
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Comparative load-deflection curves for M8Al
landing mat configurations
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10

given in table 1 for each picket configuration.

A 1.5 safety factor was

applied to the loads, and the adjusted loads are also shown in the table.
85.

Next, the uniform load due to a single layer of sandbags was

computed.

In computing these values, it was assumed that sandbags were

placed transverse to the span of the U-shaped pickets. This means that
an 8.4-in.-wide by 4.5-in.-thick by 16-in.-long sandbag will bear on approximately 5, 3, and 2 beams for pickets spaced on 3-, 6-, and 9-in.
centers, respectively. It was further assumed that the sandbags were
filled with a sandy clay material weighing 130 pcf, producing a sandbag
weight of 45 lb.
86.

The load produced on each U-shaped picket due to one layer of

sandbags was determined using the following expression:
Wsb = ~ (b ) (12)

(2)

where
Wsb = picket roof load, lb/ft
w =weight of one sandbag (45 lb)

~ =bearing area under one sandbag, in. 2
b = width of one picket in contact with sandbag (0.87 in. for
normal picket; 1.314 in. for inverted picket)
To find

\

in equation 2 :
(3)

where
n = number of pickets supporting sandbags
b = width of one picket in contact with sandbag, in.
w8 b =width of one sandbag (8.4 in.)
87.

It is now possible to determine the total layers of sandbags

that a given picket beam roof will support by dividing the value for
the load caused by a single sandbag Wsb into the adjusted equivalent
loads shown in table 1. Plots have been prepared showing the results of
this computation and are presented in fig. 38.
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S~dbag

support capacity for U-shaped picket beams

span the beams on 6- and 9-in. centers with plywood in order to support
the sandbag cover.
Fabrication of
U-shaped picket beams
88.

Double hat beam.

Two U-shaped pickets can be joined together

to form a double hat beam by welding or using bolt fasteners.

If weld-

ing is preferred, 3/16-in. fillet welds 1 in. long should be spaced on

6-in. centers along both outer surfaces of the closed flange joint.

For

bolting, 1/4-in.-diam bolts should be placed on 6-in. centers, or 3/8-in.
bolts on 12-in. centers may be preferred.

The bolting procedure will

allow the beam to safely carry 8 layers of sandbags (approximately 3 ft
of earth cover).

Calculations were based on the horizontal shear de-

veloped for a 3-ft span.

If welded, the beams will provide support as

shown in fig. 38.
89.

Box beam.

The box beam does not appear suitable for use as

a structural element for expedient structures because it will not stand
on its outer flanges without complicated support fixtures.

In addition,

although the beam can be welded in a manner similar to that used to weld
the double hat beam, it is not easily bolted together.
Analysis of the Sandbag SupPort Capacity of
MSAl Landing Mat Roofs
90.

Calculations to determine the sandbag load capacity of M8Al

landing mat are essentially the same as those described in paragraphs
83-87 for U-shaped pickets-.

When computing the equival€nt urliform load

using equation 1, the value for d should be 3 .29 ft. Values for
eq
the ultimate and computed equivalent loads for spans from 3 to 10 ft are

W

A safety factor of 1.5 was applied to the equivalent
loads to obtain the adjusted equivalent loads also shown in the table.
Values for the load on a landing mat beam from one layer of sandbags are
computed using equation 2 with the exception that 11.5 and 6.0 in. are
substituted for b for normal and inverted panels, respectively. The
total layers of sandbags for a variety of landing mat spans are given
in fig. 39.

given in table 2.
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PART N:
91.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on results of the literature reviewed and tests con-

ducted, conclusions and recommendations are presented in this section
regarding the use of nonstandard materials in the construction of fortifications.

It was assumed that the use of a particular item as a con-

struction material did not violate any regulation or command policy.
For example, certain serviceable shipping containers (namely CONEX and
ammunition canisters) are required to be retrograded for reuse.

The

comments contained herein therefore are not to be construed as endorsements of the use of a given material but are instead comments deemed
necessary because of the widespread applications of the materials and
the fact that sound engineering practices were not always observed.
Returnable and Nonreturnable Ship;ping Items
Shipping containers
used as load-bearing walls
92.

Many instances we.re noted where ammunition canisters, barrels

and drums, and (although not shipping containers) sandbags were used as
load-bearing walls.

This practice is very unsafe and should be avoided.

Not only do these walls rapidly deteriorate due to adverse weather conditions but they also very probably will collapse from the·blast effects of high-explosive shells detonating nearby.

Timber or other

suitable column material is necessary to provide the necessary structural integrity to support roof and cover material.
Ammunition boxes used
to contain soil cover material

93.

The use of ammunition boxes to contain cover material over a

structure roof appears to have merit.

Any method that confines the soil

and outlasts a sandbag certainly improves maintenance requirements for
protective structures.

other materials to be considered would be such

items as discarded food containers, plastic or metal packaging, cans,
etc., that can be stacked.

The preferred method for using the containers

is as a wall around the perimeter of the roof to retain soil material.
CONEX container shelter
94. Tests were conducted at WES on CONEX containers used as small
personnel shelters in a nuclear environment.

It was concluded that in-

verting the container would enable it to resist substantially more blast
overpressure.

This procedure would not be necessary for CONEX containers

used in conventional warfare, however, as the normal roof will support
up to 20 layers of sandbags (approximately 7.5 ft of soil cover).
Reconnnendations for future
shipping container development

95.

It is recommended that during future development of military

shipping containers such as ammunition boxes and canisters, barrels and
drums, large metal containers, etc., consideration be given to their
being used as construction elements for field fortifications.

It is

apparent that these materials have been widely used in recent conflicts
and undoubtedly will be similarly used in the future.
Expedient Road and Airfield Surfacing Materials
Landing mat used as roof structure

96.

If landing mat panels are used as basic structural members

for roof systems of protective structures, their clear span must be
limited.

It was noted that sandbag cover material was frequently placed

on unsafe spans of M8AJ. mat panels.

Either standard timber roof beams

or posts at midspan should have been provided for these roofs.

Landing

mat panels are suitable as rool'ing m.aterlaJ.s proviaea tney are used in
combination with beams and columns.
Landing mat soil bin
revetments and shelters

97. Soil bin structures constructed of landing mat (or corrugated
metal) material were widely used for the protection of troops or their
equipment.

Many

of the structures were

4

ft or more thick.

Tests con-

ducted at WES have shown that a 1-ft-thick soil bin is sufficient to
defeat fragments from near-miss detonations (5 ft or more) of mortar,

62

artillery, or rocket shells.

The reduced thickness results in a sub-

stantial savings of equipment and manpower resources.

98. The soil bins should not be used to support roof systems, and
waterproofing is necessary to prevent deterioration and subsequent loss
of protection capability.
M8Al landing mat used as roof beams

99. When MS.Al landing mat is used as a roof element, it is recommended that the panel be inverted.

Tests have shown that an inverted

panel has a greater load-carrying capacity than mat placed in a normal
orientation.
100. .Although MS.Al mat placed on a 4-ft span will support 17 layers
of sandbags (over 6 ft of soil cover), its capacity rapidly decreases as
the unsupported span length increases (see fig. 39).

For example, at a

span of 10 ft, a maximum of only two layers of sandbags can safely be
supported.

It is, therefore, recommended that M8Al landing mat not be

used as a roof beam for clear spans that exceed 4

~.

Engineer Construction Materials
Corrugated metal pipe
(CMP) protective structures
101.

One of the most popular and widely used materials in SEA was

CMP culvert sections.

The sections were used by practically every troop

unit with requirements for protective construction.

The widespread ap-

plication of CMP indicates the need for a structure engineered specifically for this

pi.ll'J;lose~

It is recommended that a study be made of the

drainage culvert stocked in the Array Supply System to determine its
utility for field fortifications.

If needed, culverts with other sizes,

thicknesses, or corrugation depths should be stocked and possibly a
special structural element should be considered.
Corrugated metal standoff barrier
102.

A common practice in SEA was the use of corrugated metals

(and other materials such as landing mat and chain link fence) erected
above or around protective structures to initiate incoming shells.

It

is recommended that these methods be investigated to determine their effectiveness before they are recommended.
U-Shaped Pickets
Load capacity of
various picket configurations
103.

A single picket beam (hat section) with its closed flange up

will carry more load in bending than one oriented with its closed flange
down.

A two-picket configuration assembled to form a double hat beam

fabricated with slots oriented at opposite ends is approximately 25 percent stronger than such a beam with slots at the same end and slightly
stronger than two pickets forming a box beam.

Double hat and box beams

are approximately four times stronger than a single picket beam.

The

normal and double hat beams are geometrically easier to use as roof
beams than the inverted hat or box beams.
Fabrication of
double hat or box beam
104.

Double hat beam.

Two U-shaped pickets can be assembled in

the double hat configuration by welding or bolting methods.

For weld-

ing, 3/16-in. fillet welds 1 in. long should be spaced on 6-in. centers
along the outer surfaces of the closed flange joint.

If bolting is de-

sired, 1/4-in.-diam bolts on 6-in. centers or 3/8-in.-diam bolts on
12-in. centers are recommended.

Although the bolted beam does not have

the load capacity of the welded beam, it will support eight layers of
sandbEJ.gs (approximatel.y 3 ft of earth cover).

The welded beams will pro-

vide support as shown in fig. 38.
105.

Box beam.

Due to the fact that the box beam is not easily

adapted as a roof beam, bolting procedures were not developed for it.
The beam can be fabricated by using welding procedures as described for
the double hat beam and, if so, would have the same capacities.
Recommendation for future use of U-shaped pickets
106.

Consideration should be given to modifying future production
64

procedures for U-shaped pickets to provide holes along their closed
flanges so that two pickets could be bolted together to form a composite
beam.

Flexural tests have shown that the resulting beam makes a prac-

tical roof member and, although buckling tests were not conducted, it
may also be useful as an expedient column.
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Table l
Ultmate~

Eguivalent 2 and Adjusted Loads for Various U-ShaEed Picket Beams
Ultimate
Load
pu ' lb

3 ft

Normal hat

260

415/277

238/l59

l52/101

l06/71

78/52

Inverted hat

255

415/277

233/l55

l49/99

l04/69

76/51

Box beam (slots
at same end)

900

1464/976

824/549

527/351

366/244

269/179

Box beam (slots
at opposite
ends)

920

1496/997

842/561

539/359

374/249

275/183

Double hat beam
(slots at same
end)

780

1269/846

714/476

457/305

317/211

233/155

Double hat beam
(slots at opposite ends)

910

1480/987

833/555

533/355

370/247

272/181

Picket
Configuration

for
7

ft

Table 2
Ultimate, Equivalent, and Adjusted Loads for MBAl Landing Mat Panels

Panel
Configuration

Ultimate
Load
pu ' lb
.

3

ft

E uivalent Ad"usted Load lb ft for Indicated S ans
ft
ft
ft
9 ft
5 ft
7 ft

10

ft

Normal

1020

2983/1962

1678/1119

1073/715

746/497

548/365

419/279

331/221

268/179

Inverted

1060

3100/2067

1744/1163

lll6/744

775/517

569/379

435/290

344/229

279/186
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